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Abstract
The current study attempts to highlight the stages of Palestine’s joining the World Trade Organization (WTO) and steps that should be followed by Palestine to join the World Trade Organization from the observer to the member. It also clarifies how Palestine joins the World Trade Organization as a state and then as a customs territory. The problem of this study lies in determining the legal effects of Palestine's joining the World Trade Organization as a state on the one hand and as a customs territory on the other. The study aims at clarifying the stages that Palestine will go through in case of joining the World Trade Organization, the steps that Palestine should take to join the World Trade Organization, and the mechanism that should be followed when Palestine joins the World Trade Organization as a state, and then as a customs territory. The study concluded that Palestine must join the World Trade Organization as a customs territory as soon as possible in order to avoid any discussion about the final legal status of its territories according to the Oslo Accords.
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1. Introduction
The integration of Palestine into the international commercial community is through the establishment of preferential trade agreements with neighboring states or with other friendly states on a bilateral or regional basis. Such integration can be achieved by joining the World Trade Organization as the main organization interesting in international trade.

2. The stages and steps of Palestine’s joining The World Trade Organization
Palestine passed several stages in its attempt to join the World Trade Organization, from the British Mandate to the membership of the Observer State that is not a member in the United Nations.

2.1 First section: the stage of Palestine’s joining the World Trade Organization.
The negotiations on the establishment of the World Trade Organization culminated in the convening of Havana Conference. This conference was concluded by adopting Havana Charter for the establishment of the World Trade Organization. All members of the United Nations were automatically invited to the charter. The Provisional Committee of the World Trade Organization recommended the Economic and Social Council of the United Nations that non-member states of the United Nations, which interest significantly in the international trade, must be invited, with reference to non-member countries of the United Nations. The Secretary General of the Provisional Committee, Erbek Wyndham White, stated that the state or sovereignty is not a condition for joining. Therefore, the Provisional Committee recommended that Ceylon, Burma and South Rhodesia should be participated. The committee said that these states subject to the political sovereignty of a fully independent UN member concerning matters covered by the charter. Erbek Wyndham White stated that the final decision on Palestine had been left to the UN Economic and Social Council (Mr. E. Wyndham White 1947) where Palestine has been represented at the Havana Conference by the United Kingdom.

Internationally, the British Government was responsible for Palestine from 1923 to 1948 and under the League of Nations (Nations 1920). As such, the United Kingdom represented the interests of the territory of Palestine which was mandated at the Havana Conference for establishing the World Trade Organization in 1947 and the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT). The state that did not ratify the Havana Charter is the United States.

Concessions granted to the custom area covering the territory of Palestine were different from those granted to the United Kingdom. Interim Application Protocol has been approved by the United Kingdom. Such protocol led to the activation of the GATT Agreement on behalf of the territory of Palestine, which was commissioned on 20 March 1984.
When the United Kingdom notified the United Nations of its intention to finalize its mandate in 1948, this had an impact of Palestine’s position in the GATT. The termination of the mandate did not automatically end Palestine’s obligations in GATT where the United Kingdom declared that the changes took place were of a political nature and completely outside the control of the United Kingdom (GATT 1949). The United Kingdom stated that Palestine was no longer a member of the GATT, and that Israel was the successor state (GATT 1949). The GATT Contracting Parties did not agree with this view and they felt that the situation could be determined in two legal ways: the first, it was to consider Israel the successor state to Palestine’s obligations in the GATT. The contracting Parties rejected this view because the law of succession of states was not clear on this point, and Israel did not give any indication of its willingness to be committed to it (Kunugi 1965). In fact, Israel explicitly rejected this matter. It stated that it did not consider itself bound by the timetable contracted by the United Kingdom as the mandatory power of Palestine (Kunugi 1965, Kunugi 1965). The contracting parties considered that the decision of the United Kingdom to cede its mandate should be interpreted in terms of GATT as an application for withdrawal from the Agreement under article 27. United Kingdom was no longer a contracting party in respect of custom lands that previously included in its jurisdiction such as Palestine (Kunugi 1965). This means that Palestine’s obligations expired and that other contracting parties were free to renounce their obligations to Palestine provided that all other contracting parties are notified, and according to the request of Palestine to consult with the contracting parties that have a great interest in this matter (GATT 1949). The British mandate included two areas (GATT 1949). The first was Palestine, which was directly administrated by the United Kingdom. The second was East Jordan that enjoys greater autonomy (Van der Borgh and Awwad 2016). This led to the withdrawal of three states from the United Kingdom, which had submitted applications for joining the GATT. These states are Israel, Jordan and Palestine. Israel had not shown its willingness to abide by the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) (GATT 1959). In 1959, Israel requested joining the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) (GATT 1959). The contracting parties agreed to the provisional acceptance of Israel in the same Year (GATT 1959). In 1962, Israel became a contracting party to the GATT (GATT 1961). As for Jordan, the issue of its joining GATT backs to the first days of the World Trade Organization. At a press conference held before the Havana Conference, the Executive Secretary of the Interim Committee included East Jordan as one of the invited countries (GATT 1961). However, in 1994, Jordan requested to become a signatory to the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. When the World Trade Organization was established, the application was converted into application to join the WTO in 1995 (WTO 1995). Jordan became a member of the WTO on 11 April 2000 (Agreement 2000). As for Palestine, it was represented at the Havana Conference by the United Kingdom, which negotiated specific concessions to Palestine. However, the abandonment of the mandate served as withdrawal from the GATT. After the establishment of the state of Israel, the West Bank and Gaza Strip were controlled by both Jordan and Egypt respectively until 1967. After the 1967 War, Israel captured the Palestinian territories and largely integrated the Palestinian economy into its economy. Israel’s Protectionist economic policy had made all Palestinian imports and exports under full control of Israel, and has hampered the activity of Palestinian enterprises in order to avoid competition with its counterparts (Roy, 1999; Harpaz, 2006). This status served as an incomplete custom union, leading to major trade obstacles to the Palestinian economy (Amon & Weinblatt 2001).

In the context of the peace process in 1994, the economic agreements were reached. The Protocol of Economic Relations between the Government of Israel and the Palestine Liberation Organization – Paris Protocol – was signed in 1994 following the Declaration of Principles concerning Interim Self-Government Arrangements (Oslo I Accord). The Paris Protocol represents the formalization of economic realities on the ground. And Exemption Some Palestinian goods from customs fees or to grant them a discount in fees (Amsha, 2011). The transfer of control to the Palestinian people is initiated, and control is transferred in two stages where the agreement on the Gaza Strip and the Jericho area on 4 May 1994 confirmed the Palestinian commercial autonomy within the limits of the agreement in the two areas. These areas were of strategic importance because they represent the main border crossings with Egypt and Jordan. Nevertheless, the actual control of the border crossings remained in the hands of the Israeli authorities. This interim agreement, the Gaza- Jericho Agreement, expanded to include area in the West Bank and Gaza Strip (Oslo II Accord)(Agreement 1995). The areas of Palestinian control were divided into A and B. The civilian authority of the Palestinian National Authority has been granted in these areas. The Paris Protocol was temporary for five years period aimed at enabling the Palestinian National Authority to prepare and arrange its economic affairs prior to final position negotiations. However, the Paris Protocol was not fully implemented, and was not make any significant progress in the final status negotiations after the transitional period ended in 1999.

2.2 The second section: the steps of Palestine’s accession to the World Trade Organization.

2.2.1 First: Joining as an observer

States endeavors initially to join the World Trade Organization as an observer in the General Council of the
Organization and its subsidiary bodies in order to be acquainted with the organization and the procedures of negotiation for joining it (Agreement 1996, Stoll & Schorkopf, 2006). The rules of procedure for the session of the Ministerial Conference and the meetings of the General Council maintain that the representatives of separate states or customs territories may attend meetings as observers at the invitation of the General Council in accordance with the guidelines contained in Annex 2 to these rules (Agreement 1996). Annex 2 distinguishes between two types of observer status: the first observer is assigned to the ministerial meeting. The second is an observer member, where the request can be submitted to the ministerial meeting to which the request was submitted (Agreement 1996). In 1997, the Palestinian National Authority showed interest in joining the international trading system for the first time (Abdullah, 2010). The Palestinian National Authority attended the Hong Kong Ministerial Meeting in December 2005 where a request for obtaining the observer status was submitted and accepted (Agreement 2005, Agreement 2008, Berends, 2008).

Article 4 of Annex 2 to the Rules of Procedure states that: “governments, wishing to submit an application for observer status in the General Council, must send a message to that body, informing that it expresses its intention to commence the negotiations of joining the WTO agreement within a maximum period of five years. The state, wishing to join, provides a description of its current economic and trade policies, as well as any future reforms in these policies. In October 2000, Palestine formally expressed its wish to join the World Trade Organization. It provided instructions to the Permanent Observer Mission of Palestine to the United Nations and other international organizations to contact the General Council of the World Trade Organization in order to request Palestine to be observer status at the World Trade Organization (Agreement 2000). Palestine's officials met with the representatives of various WTO members in September 2009 in Geneva, including representatives from the United States, the European Union, China and Japan (Bahalim, 2009). They also met with the WTO Director-General, Pascal Lamy, to discuss the request (Bahalim, 2009). An official request for obtaining observer status for Palestine was submitted in October 2009, followed by responses to questions from WTO members.

In 2009, the Palestinian government declared its goal of membership in the World Trade Organization (WTO) clearly (Bank 2011), to end the occupation and the establishing of the state, and went through some processes to help them obtain their membership in the World Trade Organization. The National Task Force is the advisory Palestinian team of the World Trade Organization (NTF) which was formed by including representatives from the public and private sectors, and have a meeting every two months with the chairman of the Minister of National Economy. The team’s duty is to provide political guidelines to the Palestinian government and advise them on how to become a member of the NTF (Bank 2010). The Technical Advisory Group is the operational team which comprises of professionals from public and private organizations. This team holds meetings every month and is responsible for implementing all the policies .The transparency committee includes members of the national task force and the technical advisory team. Its mission is to review the transparency rules applied in Palestine in order to achieve compliance with the special transparency requirements. The World Trade Organization (WTO) Unit of the Ministry of National Economy consists of several expert staff to provide technical support to the Technical Advisory Group and the National Task Force, and to advise the Minister of Economy on all issues related to the World Trade Organization. In addition, there is a process of legislative and institutional reform - such as the revision of the regulatory framework of the telecommunications sector, the drafting of new intellectual property laws - to comply with WTO rules (Bank 2009).

In November 2009, Palestine was allowed to participate as a special observer at the Ministerial Conference held in Geneva (Agreement 2009). However, its request to become an observer member was unable to mobilize the necessary support to reach a consensus decision in accordance with WTO Practice. Although the Agreement of Marrakesh establishing the World Trade Organization (The Uruguay Round Agreement)(Agreement 1999) requires only approval of two thirds majority of WTO members (Agreement 1999), Israel and the United States opposed this request.

The Palestinian request for obtaining the status of observer to the World Trade Organization was re-submitted in April 2010 with the hope that it would be approved at the May 2010 meeting of Ministerial Council (WTO 2009). For reasons far from the General Council, the request did not include on the agenda of the meeting. These procedural wrangles indicate the politically sensitive nature of the demand. Although the WTO is proud to be an organization based on legal rules, the process of joining is a political process by nature (Lee and Ullrich 2009). Although this matter is not a legal requirement according to the Agreement of Marrakesh, the customary legal basis is to take all decisions on the basis of consensus (Lee & Ullrich, 2009), meaning that the United States must be supportive of the resolution (Wikileaks, 2010).

observer member is an essential step to join the WTO, the success of this initial step depends, for political reasons, largely on the selected procedural method to join organization.

2.2.2 Second: joining as a member.

The members of the World Trade Organization are either original members or joined ones (Agreement 1999). Palestine was represented in the original negotiations of the Havana Charter of the World Trade Organization and the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT). It became a founding member of the GATT where it was represented through the United Kingdom. When the United Kingdom abandoned its mandate, the contracting parties considered this abandonment as Palestine’s withdrawal legally. Palestine did not request the re-entry of the GATT in 1947. Therefore, it could not be a member of the World Trade Organization.

Palestine is now seeking to join the World Trade Organization where procedures and conditions differ from those of the GATT in 1947 (Lanoszka, 2001). Joining the World Trade Organization of the new member requires the acceptance of the new member of all the rules of the Uruguay Round Agreement (one project). Palestine must join the World Trade Organization in accordance with article 1/12 of the Marrakesh Agreement (Gallagher, 2005), which states: “any state or a separate customs territory, which enjoys full autonomy in managing its foreign trade relations or other matters stipulated in this agreement and in the Multilateral Trade Agreement, may join this agreement according to agreed conditions with the World Trade Organization.

Article 12 of the Agreement states that joining the World Trade Organization will be based on mutually agreed terms between the applicant and the WTO members. In fact, this means negotiating on terms between the applicant and the current members wishing to engage in bilateral talks with the joined member. Article 12 does not provide legal criteria for joining process. Thus, every joining process is different from another. Furthermore, in the context of the procedures to be used for joining requirements, article 12 does not specify any clear steps, and does not provide any advice. Also, the WTO has no clear rules on membership, and the circumstances and elapsed time may vary considerably (Everett, 2005). Article 12 does not stipulate any rules or principles for joining negotiations. Additionally, it does not indicate terms that could be agreed between applicant and WTO members (Qin, 2003; Nguyen, 2008). History knows that such terms are not relevant to the WTO at all.

3. Palestine’s joining the WTO as a state.

The article 12 of the Marrakesh Agreement allows Palestine to join as a state or separate customs territory. Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas issued the Presidential Decree No. 1/2013 announcing the change of status from the Palestinian National Authority to the State of Palestine (WAFA 2013). The state of Palestine has been recognized by 138 of member states of the United Nations. The decisions of joining the WTO have been taken according to article 12/2 of the Marrakesh Agreement. This article stipulates that: “the Ministerial Conference takes the decisions of joining and approves the terms of joining agreement by a two-thirds majority of the members of the Organization”. On the assumption that the countries recognize Palestine as state in the UN General Assembly would be able – under the right economic conditions – to vote for Palestine’s membership in the World Trade Organization, the result is a positive two-thirds majority for Palestine. Thus, it will receive 111 votes of 159 votes. It is expected that Israel will object to such scenario, but this objection contradicts Israel’s long-standing policy in the international trading system. Israel has been a strong supporter of the trading club since its joining the GATT, even in difficult or politically sensitive circumstances. An example of this is the treatment of Israel with joining Egypt – the United Arab Republic as it was called at that time – in 1970. Israel will not confuse political considerations with the economic objectives of the WTO. To demonstrate this, it issued a declaration to Egypt. However, the formulation of this declaration remained general where Israel declared that it supports the accession of any country to the GATT provided that it is prepared to fulfill the obligations of the agreement (GATT 1962). When Israel came under pressure to withdraw from the working group on Egypt’s joining, Israel resisted pressure from the Secretary – General of the GATT and some of the strong contracting parties of the GATT. Israel stressed that GATT should be a non-political organization, and these Egyptian pressures will form a dangerous precedent(GATT 1962). When Israel questioned Egypt on political issues such as the Arab boycott, the Egyptian negotiator stressed that such matters were the result of political conflict and were not the subject of discussion under the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (Van der Borght and Awwad 2016). In accordance with previous procedures established by Israel and confirmed by Egypt, Israel should avoid political discussions within the World Trade Organization. Nevertheless, it voted against joining but would not be able to prevent it if the decision – taking rules were followed. Israel would have the option of resorting to the article (13) of the Marrakesh Agreement – the so-called non-application of multilateral trade agreements between specific members. It seems, however, that this scenario will fail, and the reality in WTO decision – making does not reflect the procedures of the agreement where decisions in the General Council have been taken by consensus (WTO 1995). Therefore, voting became the exception and decision – making by consensus became the norm. There is only one case for joining
on the basis of voting, the case of Ecuador (WTO, 1995; Steger, 2000). The special circumstances of this one case decrease its value (Footer, 2006). Moreover, this case is preceded by the implementation of the decision of the General Council in decision – making by consensus concerning the joining of the states. In fact, decisions on joining are taken by consensus. Thus, the de facto veto of current members of the World Trade Organization has been established in order to impede the admission of new applicants (Van der Borght and Awwad 2016). Given the continued Israeli occupation of the state of Palestine, it is inconceivable that Israel would accept Palestine’s joining the World Trade Organization as a sovereign state.

4. Palestine's joining The World Trade Organization as a customs territory.

Given the reality of WTO’s decisions – making, it is likely that Palestine may seek to join the WTO as a separate customs territory. By choosing this path, Palestine will use the strategy that other WTO member states have tried to avoid for discussing any final legal status of its territory in accordance with the Oslo Accords. This makes it possible to have a less politicized process in line with the diplomatic tradition of the GATT that prefers a compromise instead of a strict legal outcome (Van der Borght and Awwad 2016). Palestinian Minister of Economy, Bassem Khoury, said that Palestine could achieve full membership in five years, even without establishing a state such as Hong Kong, Taiwan and Macao (Ammad Bahalim 2008).

There is a useful comparison to the case of Jordan. Jordan chose to apply to join the GATT in 1994, then return to apply to become a member in World Trade Organization in 1995. The general council of the World Trade organization approve the application of Jordan to become a state after studied their application in 17 December 1999 (AlKhaldi, 2015).

Also there is a useful comparison to the case of Taiwan (O'Quinn 1996). It has chosen to give priority to WTO membership on promoting the diplomatic recognition of its status as a sovereign state through the joining process. It has accepted terms aimed at avoiding conflict with the People’s Republic of China by calling itself “a separate Taiwan customs territory”, [Bing, Kinmen, Matsu (Chinese Taipei)], and avoiding carefully any reference to sovereignty or state. Taiwan has been joined WTO by the Director – General’s good offices. This led to agreement between China and the People’s Republic of China on Taiwan’s joining WTO despite differences over sovereignty over Taiwan territory.

Palestine takes a cautious approach by defining itself as “a separate customs territory on the road to statehood” (Van der Borght & Awwad 2016). Most UN documents referred to Palestine as “an occupied Palestinian territory” before the recognition Palestine as a non – member observer state. However, after acceptance by the United Nations, the term “state of Palestine” was used for the purpose of the United Nations. The use of the term Palestine became prevalent. As the World Trade Organization’s request precedes this development, the margin of the document showed that the term Palestine refers to the West Bank and the Gaza Strip. In order to avoid diplomatic obstacles of terms, the explanatory margin continues to use the term Palestine to facilitate reading without prejudice to the question of the status (O'Quinn 1996). Accordingly, the Palestinian demand is based on the assurance that Palestine is a separate territory, and thus it is eligible to consider membership under article (12).

The application of joining World Trade Organization as a separate customs area creates a new challenge for Palestine because this qualification is defined by the Marrakesh Agreement. When the establishment of the state outside the framework of the World Trade Organization is decided, the WTO decides eventually to qualify the state as a separate customs area in accordance with article (12) of the Marrakesh Agreement. The decision requires the separate ad hoc territory to be fully independent in the management of its external trade relations and other matters stipulated in the Marrakesh Agreement and the Multilateral Trade Agreement of the World Trade Organization. Palestine is a fully independent separate customs area so that it can develop its external trading relations and manage its domestic economic affairs.

5. Conclusion

Palestine has the right to join the World Trade Organization after obtaining resolution (67/19) of the United Nations General Assembly to grant Palestine the status of observer non- member state of the United Nations. It is preferable for Palestine to start joining the World Trade Organization in order to avoid any discussion on the legal status of its territories in accordance with Oslo Accords. This makes the process less politicized in line with the diplomatic tradition of GATT. This tradition prefers a compromise instead of strict legal outcome. Within next five years, it has the right to become a full member as a state without the establishment of a state in the United Nations.
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